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Introduction
In the paper [2] S. D. Eidelman has constructed the fundamental solution of
a system of partial differential operators which is parabolic in the sense of Pet-
rowski with sufficiently smooth coefficients. A few years later, the assumptions
on the smoothness of the coefficients have been weakened to uniform Holder
continuity. The bibliography and bibliographical remarks concerning this
topics are found in A. Friedman's book [4]. The applications of the fundamen-
tal solution to the study of the Cauchy problem and other related problems are
found in the above book and S. D. Eidelman's book [3]. On the other hand, if
the coefficients are sufficiently smooth, the recent results of the theory of pseudo-
differential operators, especially that of H. Kumano-go [8] and [9], have enabled
us to construct a symbol of the fundamental solution of a parabolic operator
which may be of degenerate type through only the symbol calculus. (See the
paper C. Tsutsumi [18].)
In the present paper we shall, using a method similar to that of [18], construct
the fundamental solution of a degenerate parabolic system L=dt^-p(t\ X, Dx)
which has the property (F) (See the Definition 2.2). A system of partial
differential operators which is parabolic in the sense of Petrowski with C°°-coef-
ficients has this property, and so do the operators treated in T. Matsuzawa [11],
B. Helffer [6], C. Tsutsumi [18] and M. Miyake [12]. In the papers [11], [6]
and [12], a family of parametrices K^K^ \-Kj of the operator L is con-
structed so that they satisfy the equation LtyX(Σ/k^Kk(x, yy t, t'))=S(x—y, t—t')
+Fj(x,y, t, Z',), and K19 ~ ,Kj and Fj are very regular. In [18] and the present
paper, however, the fundamental solution is constructed in the class of pseudo-
differential operators.
In section 1 we shall give some lemmas on the symbol calculus. In section
2 the matrix e(t, s\ x, ξ) of symbols of fundamental solution will be constructed
and its asymptotic expansion will be given in a very natural form (See the
formula (2.23)). In section 3 the general result of section 2 is applied to a
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degenerate parabolic operator of higher order of the form
L = 8f+Σί-oAU'; X, D
x
)d?->+. +Σ^tkaM,k(t', X, Dx) ,
where / is a positive integer and <^jke^?(S&+*>1"/</+1>), /=!, 2, — , Λf, Λ=l,
2, φ ,7/, to obtain a result including that of M. Miyake [12]. In section 4 using
the symbol of the fundamental solution and following the idea of Y. Kannai [7],
we shall give sufficient conditions for the operator L to be hypoelliptic. This
gives an example of a hypoelliptic operator with multiple characteristics (See
Theorem II. 1.1 in F. Treves [17]). It will also be shown that the operator
treated by B. HelfΓer [6] satisfies our hypothesis under some additional restriction.
The results of the present paper have been announced partly in [15] and [16].
The author would like to express his gratitude to Professor H. Kumano-go
and Miss C. Tsutsumi for their kind suggestions and a number of stimulating
conversations. The author should also express his gratitude to Professor
H. Tanabe for his invaluable criticism which greatly improved this paper.
1. Definitions and lemmas
Let x^Rn
xy ξ^R
tt
 and let a= (aly α2, •",#„) be a multi-index of non-
negative integers. We use the following notation:
\a\=a1+a2-
J\ ----- \-a
n
, a\ = aj.aj. —
8J = 8£8S-8J. where 8*, = 8/8g,
D«
x
 - DtiDΐi - Dt
:
 where D
x
. = -ί9/8, .
According to L. Schwartz [14] we use the notation .£D(Ω), <D=
S)f(3)\ 3)r=S)'(Rn\ S, S' and $=$(Rn) to denote the spaces of M-dimen-
sional vector valued functions and distributions. For an interval J of R] we
denote by Gkt(J\ 1$) the space of k times continuously differentiable functions of
t e JΓ with values in $. We set <?,(/; ^)= Π £7(J', &)•
m
DEFINITION 1.1 ([10]). We say that an MxM matrix p(x, ξ) with com-
ponents pjtk(x, ξ)^C°°(RnxxR"ξ) belongs to S™Sy -oo<m<oo, 0<δ<p<l,
when for any α, β there exists a constant C
a>β such that
(i.i)
where p($)(x, ξ}=Q°^Dβ
x
p(x, ξ) and p\ denotes the norm of the matrix/) defined
by
\p\=*up{\py\l\y\;yGClf,y*Q} .
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We define the corresponding operator p(X, D
x
) by
(1.2) p(X, D,)u(x) = J e^p(X, ξ)ύ(ξ)<tξ , u e S ,
where u(ξ)= \ e~ix'^u(x)dx and dξ=(2π)~ndξ. We call a linear map P of S into
S a pseudodifferential operator with symbol p(x, ξ)^S™B if P=p(X, Dx) and
we also write PeSJV We set S~
s
= U S™8 and S~°°= Π Sp
w
δ
.
' m »ι '
N. B. Throughout this paper we assume that p and δ satisfy the condition
0<δ<p<l.
DEFINITION 1.2 ([10]). For a p(x, ξ)^S™
δ
 we define semi-norms \p\(Γ\
7=0, 1,2,-, by
(1.3) l / > l ί " ° = max
Then *Sp% makes a Frάchet space with these semi-norms. For a symbol p(t\ x, ξ)
with a parameter t we write
p(t\ x, ξ)(Ξ$kt(S™8) in (ί, T),
when ^>(£; #, £) is a /e times continuously differentiable *S^
δ
-valued function
in s<t<T. A subset 5 of 5™
δ
 is said to be a bounded set in S™
s
 when
sup { \ p \ ( ι m ) ; p^B}<°° for 7=0, 1, 2, . We write
w-lιmjβ(£; #, ξ) = p\s\ x, ζ) in *^P,δ >
when there exists a constant c such that {p(t'y x, ξ)] ΐ^(s, s+c)} is a bounded
set in S™8 and for any and α, /? for any compact set KdR
n
ξ
, p($(t\ x, ξ) con-
verges to p{$(s', x, ξ) uniformly in Rn
x
xK as t tends to s.
In order to treat a product of pseudodifferential operators, we introduce
the oscillatory integral and multiple symbols.
DEFINITION 1.3 ([10]). We say that an MxM matrix a(η, y) with compo-
nents ajik(-ηyy)<=C°°(R'vr)nxR]fn) belong to a class Jl™r, — oo<m<oo, 0<8<1,
0<τ when for any multi-index α, /3, we have
Φ, y)\
for a constant C
α?β. For an 0(5?, y)e<J?™τ we define semi-norms |α| ;, /=0, 1,
2,-, by
(1.5) !«!,= max sup
Then c_^5";T makes a Frechet space. We set Jl= U U U Jl™τ. We say
-°°<»w<;oo 0<T
that a subset 5 of <Jl is bounded when Bd<Jl™
r
 for some δ, w and r, and
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sup{ \a\j\ a^B}<oo for any /. For an a(n, y)^<Jl"
τ
 we define the oscillatory
integral Os[e~iytiηά] by
(1.6) Oί[έΓ'>V| - Os— *-'>χ?, y)dydη
= lim {(e-* *X(εη, By)a(η, y}dydη ,
8->0 J J
where %(?, ^ )e^(Λ^) such that %(0, 0)=1.
The following lemma proves the well-definedness of (1.6).
Lemma 1.4 ([8]). For an a(η, y),&Jl"r let I and Γ be positive integers such
that
(1.7) _2/(l-δ)+ro<-ι*ι, -2l'+<τ-vn .
Then we have
(1.8)
(1.9) \Os[e-iy"a
for a constant C which is independent of a(η, y).
Lemma 1.5 ([9]). Let {a(t\ η, ^ )}0<^ι be a bounded set of Jl. Suppose
that there exists an α(0; η,y)^Jl such that a(t\ η, j)-^β(0; 77, y) as t-*Q uni-
formly on any compact set of R^y. Then we have
(1.10) lim Os[e-*y'*a(t)] = Os[e-iy'*a(Q)] .
/->00
DEFINITION 1.6 ([9]). i) We say that an MX M matrix />(#°, ξ\ x\ •••, p, x")
whose components are C°°-functions defined in
 JR(2V+1)» ;s a multiple symbol of
class S(m^m^'"tm^\ when for any α1, •••, αv, yS°, /31, •••, y5v, there exists a constant
C=C(α1, •-•, a\ β\ β\ -••, /5V) such that
(1.11)
where Γ+1=0. For a p(x°y ξ\ x\ •-•, gv, x*)&Sfa mv'" m») we define semi-norms
l^l^ι-2— v) ,/ f // = o, 1,2, -, by
(1.12) l ^ l / p i ^ — v)
= =
 max inf {C of (1.11)} .
IΛI^Mβ^l^/7
Then S<*ι «2 " *v> makes a Frέchet space.
ii) The associated psudodiίferential operator P=p(XQ, D
x
ι , X1, , D^v, j^v)
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with multiple symbol p(x°, ξ1, a?1, •••, ξv, #v) is defined by
(1.13) PU(X) = OS-
REMARK 1.7. i) The pseudodifferential operator P defined by (1.2) is
extended to a continuous operator P: <B-+<B by setting v=\ in (1.13).
ii) When/)/*, £)eSpJ,y=l, 2, -, *, we have that p,(x\ f1)/^*1, f2)"'
Lemma 1.8 ([10]). Let p(t; xy ?)e^?(Spwδ) m (s, T) Then we have
lim P(
for any
(1.14) if w-limχί; Λ?, f) = p(s', x, ξ) in 5pwδ, then ί)w — P(s)u
Lemma 1.9 ([9]). For a p(x\ ξ\ x\ -, f
(1.15)
 ?(Λ, I) = Os- J j β-.V^+ »+^-i).^-ι
^ have, for m=m1-\-m2-\
(1.16) ?(*,f)eS« flnrf
Furthermore, for any I there exists a constant C such that
(1.17) \q\Γ<CΛP\(^"m"\
where
(1.18) /o = /+2[n/2+l] , /« = /+2[(n+ΣJI«yl +P/+S/)/(2(l-S))+l] .
Lemma 1.10 ([10]). For a ρ(x, ξ) e 5pm8, ίeί
(1.19) ^*(«, f) = Os-
where pw is the conjugate transpose of the matrix p. Then P*=p*(X, D
x
) is the
formal adjoint of P=p(X, D
x
) in the sense that (Pu, v)=(u, P*v) for any uyv
Let L=dt+p(X, Dx). Then the formal adjoint 1L of L in R] X Rnx is given by
(1.20) 'L=-3'+/>*(*, D
x
).
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For pj(x, f)eS*£,y=l, 2, ~,v, we denote by p^p^.^op^ξ) the symbol
of the product P1P2* P^ of pseudodifferential operators P~pj(XyDx). By
Lemma 1.9 we have
(1.21) Ao
Λ
o...o ./φ, f) =.Oί
For Λ=l, 2, •••, we set
(1,22) [AoAo...oίv]4(*, f)
and for Λ=0 we set
(1.23) [Pι p2°-<>PvUx, ξ)=Pι(x,
Lemma 1.11 ([13]). Let pj(x, f)eS*i,y=0, 1, — , v. Thrn we have:
i) For any positive integer N3
(1.24)
ii) Fork=Q, 1,2, .-,
(1.25) [po°/>ι°&0 -°ίvL(^ f) = Σ^oΣui^ ^ OΛ)(^, 5)
X[A°ί2°— °ίv]*-μ.(
Λ
)(^ £)•
Note. A proof of (1.24) by using Taylor's expansion has been given in [9].
Lemma 1.12. Let p be an MX M matrix and let λj, X2, " j\M be the
eigenvalues of the matrix p, and
\ = min Re λ, ,
where Re λy means the real part of λ;. Then the inequality
(1.26) I exp [-tp] I <Σf-Ό1(2ί \p\)' exp [-ίλ]
holds f or t>Q.
For the proof, see Gelfand and Shilov [5] Chap. II, §6.
Lemma 1.13. Let a>l. Then for any £>0 we have the following inequality
(1.27)
for any u and v such that
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Proof. Let/(£)=ί?,;ί>0. Since df(t)/dt is an increasing function of t,
we have
Thus we have (v-u)a<va-ua, i.e., v-u<(v-u)l-a(va~ua). If (v—u)1'
we have v—u<8(va—ua). If (v— u)l~a>8, we have v— u<8~1/(a~l)
Lemma 1.14. Let f ( t \ xy ξ) be a non-negative continuous function if there
exist constants C>0 and c such that !/(/+!) <c<\ and
(1-28) tf(t; x, ξ)<C(t'+\ξy>»γ for *>0,
then for any £>0 there exists a constant C' such that
(1.29) \ίf(σ^x
ί
ξ)do <8\t σl<ξymdσ+σ for
Js Js
Proof. Since /(σ; x, f)<Cσc('+1)-1<f>c"1, we have
If we set v=tc(l+l\ξycm, u=sc^l+l\ξycm and a= l/c, then we have by Lemma 1.13
that
•; *>
This proves the Lemma.
2. Fundamental solution and Cauchy problem
In this section we first consider the fundamental solution of the Cauchy
problem
(2.1) Lu(t,x)=f(t,x) in (0, Γ),
(2.2)
 M(0, x) = u,(x) ,
where L=dt+p(t] X, Dx) and/>(ί; x, f)e^?(5pmδ) in [0, T] and then apply it to
the solution of (2.1)-(2.2).
DEFINITION 2.1. i) By an MX M matrix e(t, *; x, ξ)
with parameters t and s, we denote, the fundamental solution of the Cauchy
problem (2.1) and (2.2), that is, e(t, s\ x, ξ) is the solution of the system of
symbol equations
(2.3) dte(t, j; *, ξ)+ρ(t)oe(t, s)(x, ξ) = 0 , 0<s<t<T,
and satisfies the initial condition
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(2.4) w-lim e(t, s; xy ξ) = I in *Sj)δ,
where / is the identity matrix. We call e(t, s; x, ξ) the Green's matrix of the
operator L.
ii) We say that an MxM matrix z(t, ί; x, ξ)^^°t(S^)^^(S^) is the
resolvent matrix of the operator L, when z(t, s x9 ξ) satisfies
(2.5) dtz(t, j; x, ξ)+ρ(t; x, ξ)z(t, s; x, ξ) = 0, 0<s<t<T
and
(2.6) w-lim z(t, s ' , x , ξ ) = I in S£>δ.
DEFINITION 2.2. We say that the operator L has the property (F), when for
some non-negative continuous function λ(/ x, ξ) the following two conditions
are satisfied:
i) For any α, β there exists a constant C
Λ>β such that
(2.7)
for
ii) There exist constants J>0 and C>0 such that the resolvent matrix
z(t, s; x, ξ ) of L satisfies
(2.8) \z(t,s;xyξ)\<Cexp[-d\\(σ ,x,ξ)dσ] for 0<s<t<T .
When L is a system of partial differential operators, it is said to be parabolic
in the sense of Petrowski if the real part of each eigenvalue of the matrix p(t x, ξ)
is not less than rf<£>w. In this case, if the coefficients of L are C°°, the property
(F) is satisfied with λ(/; ΛJ, £)=<£>m and stable under the small perturbation of
the principal part and any lower order terms. The property (F) is also stable
in the following sense.
Lemma 2.3. Let L=dt+p(t\ X, Dx) have the property (F) with \(t\ x, g),
d and Cy and let for q(t\ x, f)ejS?(S*8) there exist constants 6, C' and CΛtβ such
that Q<8<d/C,
(2.9) l t fσ; *, ξ)\dσ<8 λ(σ; x, ξ)dσ+C'
and
(2.10) gffi(σ; *, l)|
Then the operator L'=d,+p(t; X, D,)+q(t; X, D
x
) has the property (F) with
λ(f *, ξ), d' and C", where d'=d-εC and C"'=Cexp [CC7].
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Proof. Let z'(ty s; x, ξ) be the resolvent matrix of L '. Since it follows
from (2.9) and (2.10) that i) of the property (F) is satisfied, we have only to
prove ii). Since we can write
S t z(t, σ\ x, ξ)q(σ\ x, ξ)z'(σ, *5 x> %)dσ >
using (2.8) we have
\*ί(t, s;x,ξ)\£C exp-<ί λ(σ; x, £)*r]
(
σ
'; x, £)Ar']|?(σ; x, ξ)\
X \z'(σ,s\x, ξ)\dσ.
Setting φ(t)= \z'(t, s\ x, £)|exp d\ λ(σ; x, ξ)dσ , we have
(2.11) φ(t)<C+cV φ(σ)\q(σ\ x, ξ)dσ .
Multiplying both sides by \q(t\ x, ξ)\l\l + \ φ(σ)\q(σ; x, ξ)\dσ\ and integra-
ting them, we have
; x, ξ) \dσ< c ? ( σ ; x, ξ)\dσ .
Thus we have
Hence by (2.11) and (2.9) we have
'-έί λ(σ; Λ,
Thus the proof is complete.
When the coefficients of the operator L— Qt-\-p(X, Dx) are independent of ί,
its resolvent matrix is given by exp[—(t—s)p(x, ξ)]. When the coefficients
depend on /, we have the following
Lemma 2.4. The resolvent matrix z of the operator L=Qt-\-p(t\ X, Dx),
p(t; x, f)e-®?(Spwδ), can be written
(2.12) *(*, *; x, ξ) = /+ΣS7-ι(-i)y
Moreover we have
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(2.13) *(*, σ, x, ξ)z(σ, j; x, ξ) = z(t, s; x, ξ) ,
(2.14) \*(t, s x, ξ)\ <Cexp[C'|*-4<D"'] ,
and
(2.15) 3X*,
 f; *, £)-*(*, j; x9 ξ)p(s; x, ξ) = 0 .
Proof is omitted.
Now we shall give two propositions which give examples of sufficient con-
ditions under which the operator L has the property (F).
Proposition 2.5. Let ρ(t x, ξ)<^$Qt(S?>8) and let \(t\ x, ξ) be one of the
following functions:
(2.16) inf (Re />,,/*; *, ξ)- Σ !/>>.*(*; *,£)!),k,k*j
(2.17) inf(Re^iA(ί; x, ξ)- ΣΊ >>,*(* 5 * ,?) ! )>
J,/**
(2.18) smallest eigenvalue of (p(t\ x, ξ)w+p(t', x, ξ))j2.
If λ(ί; Λ, f) is non-negative in [0, T], and if i) o/ Definition 2.2 λoώfr, ίAen
ίfe operator L=dt+p(t; X, Dx) has the property (F).
Proof. By Theorem 3 of Chapter III in W. A. CoppeΓs book [1], we have
that there exists a constant C>0 such that
(2.19) z(t, s\ x, ξ)\ <Cexp[-J\(σ; x, ξ)dσ\, 0<s<t<T .
Thus ii) of Definition 2.2 is satisfied with d=l.
Proposition 2.6. Let f(t) be a non-negative continuous function and
p(t\ x, ξ)<=<£*(S™s) in [0, T]. If the real part of each eigenvalue of the matrix
P(t\ x, ξ) is not less than dr<f>wι for a constant rfΐ>0, then the operator L=
dt+f(ήP(f, X, Dx) has the property (F) with λ(ί; x, ξ)=f(t)<ξym.
Proof. Set p(t; t' x, ξ)=f(ΐ)p(t' x, ξ) and q(t\ f\ x, ξ)=f(t){ftt-, x, ξ)-
P(t''y x> ξ)}. Then for any 6>0 there exists δ>0 such that
Γ|?(eτ; t'\ x, ξ)\dσ<8<ξym ( f(σ)dσ if 0<t-s<S and ί'e[j, t] .
Thus by Lemma 2.3 the operator L has the property (F) with \(t x, ξ)=
if \t—s\ is sufficiently small. For arbitrary s and t, 0<s<ΐ<T, deviding [s, t]
into sufficiently small intervals, and using (2.13), we can prove that L has the
property (F) in [s, t].
From the expansion formula (2.12) of the resolvent matrix z(ty s] x, ξ)y we
have formally
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(2.20) e(t, si x, |)=
Thus, if we set
(2.21) eQ(t, *; *, f) = *(f, ί; *, ξ)
and for Λ>1
(2.22) ek(t, s; x, £) = Σ7=2(-1XX V ^
then we can infer from (1.24) and (2.20) that the Green's matrix e(ty s; x, ξ) has
the following asymptotic expansion:
(2.23) e(t, s; x, ξ)~e0(ΐ, s; x, ξ)+eί(t9 *; x, £)+••• .
Now we shall prove the main theorem which ensures us the existence of the
Green's matrix and its asymptotic expansion (2.23).
Theorem 2.7. Let L have the property (F). Then for any ay β and
k=0, 1, 2, •••, there exist constants Ck>Λtβ and C'kιa>ιβ such that
(2.24) \e$(t, s; x, f)| <Ck,a,β<ξy-k^-^+\(σ x,
XexpΓ— d\'\(σ; x, ξ)dσ\, 0<s<t<T .
(2.24)' |*48J(/, s x, ξ) I <C'^β(t-
ft u+ι*ι+oι-ι
X λ(<r; *,
Moreover we can construct the Green's matrix e(t, s\ x, ξ) of L such that
e(t, *; *, f)e^?(^,
δ
)n^}(%) m (x, Γ]/o
w-lim eft, s; x, ξ) = I in S°p δ ./ψ*
T/" we ί^ ί
(2.26) r^(ί, *; Λ, f ) - β(ί, j; Λ, Q-Σί^o^, *; «, f) ,
(2.27) |rΛg(f, 5; Λ, |)| <C
Λ>β(ί-ί)<?>wt-(p-δ)(^+1)-p|Λ|+δ|P| for 0<s<t<T .
Proof. For convenience' sake we omit to descirbe the variables x and ξ .
Since we have
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the sum in the right hand side of (2.22) converges to a matrix with C°° com-
ponents. By Lemma 1.11 we have
Q, [ds, (1ds2-{i[p(s1)op(S2)0.-0p(Sj+1)]lldsi+1
Js Js Js
a
Thus we have for &=1, 2, •••
(2.28) 8A(f, s)+p(t)ek(t, s) = -ΣUΣ»ι^-.
α!
First we estimate £08)(*» 5) Since d^e0(t, s) satisfies the equation
d&jejt, s)+p(t)dt.e0(t, s) = -(8t,j
and dξ.e0(s, s)=Q, we have
Thus by (2.7) and (2.8) we obtain
\QkjeQ(t, s)\ <C<|XP {[λ(σ)dσ+ exp -
After this manner we have for every α, β
Next we estimate ek$] by the induction on k. If (2.24) is valid for £0(ί, ί),
e
ι(t> *)> •••> ^-ι(^> ^)» then with (2.28) we obtain (2.24) for £
Λ
(£, ί). We also have
(2.24)' in the same way.
We set
(2.29) /„(*, ,) = Σ
and
(2.30) ?„(*, j) = -8,/Xί, s)-ρ(tYfN(t, s)
Since
by using (2.28) we obtain
l?Λ3(f, j
Taking JV so large as m— (p— δ)(Λ/^+l)<0, we have
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Hence by Lemma 1.9 we have that for any α, β there exists a constant A
Λtβ
which is independent of/ such that
We set
and
Jί f*l Γ*j-<kl \ *2— \s Js J s y = 2,3,
Then we have
e>
Thus we can define φ(t, s) by
(2.31)
 φ
(t, s) = Σ7_l9»χί, *)
and we have
We set
(2.32) r^t, ή = Mt, <r)°φ(σ, s)dσ .
Then by (2.24) and above estimates we have (2.27). Since φ(t, s) satisfies the
following integral equation
(2.33) φ(t, s) = qN(y, s)+ ?J,(ί, o )oφ(σ, s)dσ ,
Js
if we set e(t, s)=fN(r, s)+rN(ty s), we have
dte(t, s) = dtfN(t, s)+dt ['fN(t, σ)oφ(σ, s)dσ
Js
By using (2.33) and (2.30) we have
dte(t, s) = -p(t)ofN(t, s)- ί(0°Λr(ί> σ)oφ(σ, s)d
= ~P(t)°e(t, s) .
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We also have
w-lim e(ty s) = w-lim {/„(*, s)+rN(t, s)} =1 in S°p>8.
Thus e(ty s) is the Green's matrix of L. The restriction that N is sufficiently
large is removed as follows. For any N, we set rN=eN+1-\-eN+2-\ h^Λr
/+ rΛr/>
where N' is sufficiently large, then we have (2.27) by (2.24)'. The first half of
(2.25) follows from Qte(t, s)=—p(t)oe(t, s). Thus the proof is complete.
As an application we shall give a representation of the solution for the
Cauchy problem Lu=f, u(Q, x)=u0(x) which provides the existence and uni-
queness of the solution for the problem.
Lemma 2.8. Let L=dt+p(t; X, Dx\ p(t\ x, ξ)^^0t(S^) has the property
(F). Then the Green's matrix e(ΐ, s\ x, ξ) of L that is constructed in Theorem 2.7
satisfies the following equations
(2.34) d
s
e(t, s-y x, ξ)-e(ty s)op(s)(xy ξ) = 0 , 0<s<t< T,
and
(2.35) e(t, σ)oe(σ, s)(x, ξ) = e(t, s; xy ξ) , 0<s<σ<t<T,
here we define e(σ> σ\ x, ξ)=I.
The symbol e*(ty s; x, ξ) of the formal adjoint of e(t, s; X, Dx) satisfies
(2.36) d
s
e*(t, s', x, ξ)—p*(s)°e*(t, s)(x, ξ) = 0 , 0<s<t<T.
Proof. We omit to describe the variables x and ξ. Let e0(ty s), e^t, s), •••,
eN(t, s),fN(t, s) be the symbols defined by (2.21), (2.22) and (2.29) respectively.
Then we have as in the proof of Theorem 2.7
d
s
e0(ΐy s)-e0(t, s)p(s) = 0 ,
Q,ek(t, s)-ek(t, s)p(s) = Σμ»ιΣι-ι-μ —A(t, s)pω(s), k = 1, 2, ••• .
α!
Thus we can construct a symbol e(ty s)^^0s(S0pt8) such that
(2.37) d,g(t, s)-e(t, s)op(s) = 0 0<s<t< T,
(2.38) w-lim e(t, s) = / in S 0P,δ
We define g(t, t)=I. For /, g e <S(R£) we set
h(σ) = (e(σ, s; Xy Dx}f(x], g*(t, σ; X, Dx)g(x)) .
Then we have by (2.37)
£-A(σ) = -(tfσMσ, s)(X, D
x
)f(x), g*(t, σ\ X, D
x
)g(x)
+(e(σ, s', X, D
x
)f(x\ p*(σ)°g*(t, σ)(X, D
x
)g(x)}
= 0.
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Thus h(σ) is independent of σ. Letting σ j s and σ \ t, we have e(t, s)=e(ΐ, s).
By (2.37) we have (2.34). Now using (2.34) we have
9σM*> <r)°e(<r, ή} = *(*, <r)°P(<r)°e(σ, s)—e(t, σ)op(σ)oe(
σj s)
= 0.
Thus e(t, <r)°£(σ, s) = lime(t, σ)°e(σ, ή = e(t, s). We obtain (2.36) taking the
σ|5
symbol of the formal adjoint of operators defined by both sides of (2.34).
Theorem 2.9. Let p(t\ x, ξ)^^t(S^) in [0, T] and let L=dt+p(fy X, Dx)
have the property (F). Then the Cauchy problem
(239) ί Lu(t,x)=f(tyx)
\ lim u(t, x) = u0(x)/ ψ o
0<t<Ty
has a unique solution u(t, x) in £ί([0, T]; $) for any f(t, x)Gβ°t([0, T]; &) and
any u0(x)&<£. This solution u(t, x) is given by
(2.40) u(t, x) = [e(t,
 σ
 X, D,}f(
σ
, x)d
σ
+e(t, 0; X, Z>>0(*) .Jo
Proof. If/(ί, *)e£?([0, T]; 3f) and uQ(x)G&, then by using Lemma 1.8
and (2.25) we have that «(ί, x) of (2.40) belongs to £}([(), T] &) and
dtu(t, x) =f(t, χ)- p(t)*e(t, σ)(X, Dx}f(σj x)dσ-p(ΐ)oe(tt Q)(X, Dx)uQ(x)Jo
= f(t,x)-p(t X,D
x
}u(t,X).
We have also that lim u(t, x)=uQ(x). Thus u(t, x) of (2.40) is the solution of the/|0
Cauchy problem (2.39).
Conversely if we let u(t, Λ?)e<?}([0, T]; ^ ) be a solution of (2.39), then by (2.34)
we have
e(t, σ; X, Dx)f(σ, x) = e(t, σ; X, D,){9χσ,
- 9
σ
{φ, σ; Γ^, D>(σ, Λ?)} .
Hence we have by Lemma 1.8
; ^ , D,)/(σ, Λ)Jσ - tt(ί, «)-e(i, 0; ί^, DJo
Thus u(ty x) coincides with the one given by (2.40). Thus the proof is completed.
3. A degenerate praabolic operator of higher order
In this section we shall construct the fundamental solution of the Cauchy
problem for a single operator
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(3.1) L = 9f +«,(*; X, D^d^+ +a^t X, D.) ,
where for a positive integer /
β/«; *, f) = Σϋo<* «>,*('; *, £) . = 1, 2, ••-, M,
when the following two conditions are satisfied :
a) For y=l, 2, ...,M;Λ=0,1, -,;,
(3.2) a^t; x, f)€=.3?(S#*>"><' »>) in [0, Γ] .
b) There exists a positive constant d such that the roots τ.(t x, ξ) of the
equation
(3.3) τ»+βltl(f; *, ξ)τM-l+a2ι2l(t; x, |)τM-2+ +αM,M;(ί; x, ξ ) = 0
satisfy
(3.4) Re τ/ί; *,£)<-</<£>», ;=l,2,».,M;0^r^Γ.
In doing so, we shall use a function h(t; ξ) defined by
(3.5) h(t; ξ) = f<f>»+<f >-/<'^ ) ,
and reduce the operator L to a system which has the property (F).
Lemma 3.1. The function h(t; ξ) defined by (3.5) satisfies
(3.6) |9 {A(f; ξ)-<'+»d'th(t; ξ)} \ ^CXfX' ' , r = 0, 1, - ,
(3.7) |8;{ίA(ί; £)-'8jA(f f)} | <C
β
<?>-""ΣL1(ί'+1<D'")*/('+1) ,
r = l , 2, .-,/.
(3.8) h(t; f)-1
Proof. First we note that 9J/ί(ί; f)=C
r
ί'-
r<f>™ for 0<r</, and 9JA(i; f)=0
for r>/. Since we have t"^h(t g)- +1= {</+1<?>'"+(ί'+1<l>'"1/<'+1)} r+\ we have
and
for r=0, 1, •••,/. Thus we have (3.6). The estimate (3.7) follows from
th(t; ξYrd'th(t; ξ) = Cr
for r=\, 2, ••-, / .
The proof of (3.8) follows from (3.6) and
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(3
'
9)
Here and in what follows by the notation 2 we mean to take the summa-
<Γl r2.- rP
tion for all the sets (rly r2, •••, rΛ) of non-negative integers rv which satisfy
Theorem 3.2. Let the operator L which is defined by (3.1) satisfy the con-
ditions a) and b). Then there exist pseudodίfferential symbols g j ( t , $; x, ξ),
j=Q, 1, ••-, M— 1, such that h(t\ ξ)Jgj(t9 s; x, ξ)<=$°t(S°p,8) in (s, T]9 and for any
ψj(x) e lB(Rn
x
) if we set
(3.10) v(t, x) = Os—\\ e~iy*J2!?jQgj(t9 0; x9 η)ψj(x+y)dydη ,
then v(t, x) satisfies
(3.11) Lϋ(*,v) = 0
and
(3.12) lim Q\v(t, x) = ψJx), / = 0, 1, -.-, M-l .
^ ' / |0 J N
Proof. We set
and
; *, f) = f
-<£>"
0
where ^(ί; x9 ?),•••, ΪM(^; ,^ f) will be determined later.
We define symbols bjtk(t\ ξ),j=l, — , M; Λ=l, ••-, Mby
(3.13)
bjιk(t; ξ) = or Λ — 0
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and set
Since b(t\ ξ) is a triangular matrix with diagonal elements bjtj(t\ ξ}=h(t\ ξ)M~j
Φθ, b(t\ξ) is non-singular. We set
(3.15) r(t\ ξ) = b(t\ ξ)-1.
By rj,k(ty £) we denote the component of r(t\ ξ) in they-th raw and the A-th
column. Then we have r j t j ( t ; ξ}=h(t\ ξ)j~M and rjtk(t\ ξ)=0 for j<k. We set
«<f, x) = \v(t, x), Qtv(t] *), •», 9^'Xί, Λ)) .
If u(t, Λ?)=/(tι1(ί, Λ?), w2(ί, Λ?), , ιιM(ί, Λ))=6(ί; D,)«;(ί, Λ?), then by (3.13) we have
; ϋ>2(^ Λ?) = QtUι(t, x)(3.16)
Conversely if u(t, x) satisfies (3.16), then because of (3.15) we have
(3.17) w(t, x) = r(t;DI}u(t,x).
Hence we have
(3.18)
From (3.13) we have
(3.19) &„_,(*; I
«; fh-n-iC; f)
;=2,3, . . . , Λ f ; A = l , 2 , ..,M,
when j<k or Λ=0 .
Cj.
rι
...,
rt
dth(t; g)( t t
V A ί
From (3.18) we have
(3.20) r y i y.A(ί;f) = A(ί;fy-^ rΣ
x V
By Lemma 3.1 and (3.20) we have that there exists for any a a constant C
Λ
>0
such that
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(3.21)
and
(3.22) I d«td,{h(t; ςγ-'r ,,,_&; ξ)} \ <£„
We also have
(3-23) h(t; ξ)M-i
rj^k(t; ξ)
and by (3.19) we have
(3.24) h(t; ξy-'-"bJ,J_lίt',
Now we shall determine q^t; x, ξ ), •••, qM(t\ xy ξ) so that if u(t, x) is a solution of
{dt+p(t; X, Dx)+q(t; X, Dx)}u(t, x) = 0 ,
then v(t, x)=h(t; D^^u^t, x) satisfies Lv(ty x)=0. By (3.16) and (3.17) we
have
af-χ/, *) = Σf=ι W*; ^ >*(«, *)
Thus we have
9iX*, *) = Σf-ι{(3, W; β,)K(^ , *)+»'j
ί
.*(ί; β^n ,^ *)}
= Σif-ι{9«» jif.*(ί; β,)+» jf..-ι(<; β,)A(ί; ^>,)}«*(ί, *)+9,Mί. *)
Hence we have
(3.25)
 ?,(f *, f) = -fa^t; x, ξ}<ξ>-^^
^M,
w
->+ι(<; *, ξ)+h(t; ξ)rMιM^(t; x, ξ) ,
We shall show that the operator d,+ρ(t; X, D
s
)+q(t; X, D
x
) has the property
(F) with
(3.26) λ(f *, ξ) = *
We write
ϊ, (f *, ξ) = -«j.j* > *,
+the rest =Λ+/2 .
By (3.2) and (3.18) we have
l/i I = K ,, ,(ί; *, ξKξ>-*m{-tl<ξ>'+t"<ξ >i-h(t , ξy
< ch(t ξγ-'Kξy Ή-i
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here we used the inequality abl(a+b)<\/ab for α>0, i>0. Thus we have
(3.27) I */! I < Cί</+2>/2<£>'M</+2>/<2/+2> = C {*/+1<? >w} (/+2>/(2/+2) .
Next we estimate 72. Since h(t\ £y>C**<f>('+*>w/</+1) for Q<k<jl, we have by
(3.2) that I fajtk(t\ xy ξ)h(t f )-> | is bounded. Thus by (3.21) and (3.22) we have
(3.28) I tI2 1 < C ΣU(*/+1<DT(/+1) .
In view of Lemma 1.14 with (3.27) and (3.28), we have that q(t\ x, ξ) satisfies
(2.9) of Lemma 2.3. It can be proved similarly that q(t\ x, ξ) also satisfies
(2.10). Since the characteristic polynomial of the matrix — p(t\ x, ξ) coincides
with the left hand side of (3.3), we have that the real part of each eigenvalue of
the matrix p(t\ x, ξ) is not less than d(ξym. Thus by Proposition 2.6. it follows
that dt+p(t; X, Dx) has the property (F). Hence by Lemma 2.3 it follows that
the operator dt+p(t] X, Dx)+q(t\ X, Dx) also has the property (F).
Let e(t, s; x, ξ) be the Green's matrix of dt+p(t'y X, Dx) + q(t] X, Dx).
Then by (3.23), (3.24) and (2.25) we have
and
w-lim r(t)oe(t, ή°b(s)(x, ξ) = I in S°p 8 .
, ψ s
Hence we have
(3.29)
 gj(t, s; x, ξ) = ΛίίΓ'oΣiVUί, *)«>ft».y«W(*, ?) ,
where ejtk(t, s; x9 ξ) is the component of e(t, s; x, ξ) in the/-th raw and the k-th
column. By (3.24) we have h(t\ ζ)sgj(t, s; x, g)e^?(SJtδ). Hence the proof is
complete.
4. Hypoellipticity
DEFINITION 4.1. We say that a linear operator T: CΓ(Ω)->C°°(Ω) is pro-
perly supported in an open set Ω when for any compact set jf^cΩ there exists
another compact set ^ 7cΩ such that
supp TuC-K' if suppttc:^
and
Tu = 0 on K if u = 0 on Kf .
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Lemma 4.2 ([10]). // P<ΞSpwδ is properly supported in Ω, then so is its
formal adjoint P*.
DEFINITION 4.3. i) For PeE Sp*δ we define P: S' -» £', (u-+Pu) by
(4.1) (Pw, )^ = (u, P*v) ίorv<=S,
where (u, v)=<(u, #> and <X v^ means the value of u at v.
ii) If PeSpwδ is properly supported in Ω, we define P: .g)'(Ω) -» -2)'(Ω),
(4.2) (fti, w) - («, P*0) for v
DEFINITION 4.4. An operator PeS™
δ
 which is properly supported in Ω is
said to be hypoelliptic in Ω, if
(4.3) sing supp u = sing supp Puy
where the singular support of a distribution t/(sing supp u) is the smallest closed
set outside which it is a C°°-function.
Now we shall study the hypoellipticity of a system of operators which
degenerates at t=0. When the function λ0(*; x, ξ) which fills the role of the
scale of degeneration does not change the sign at ί=0, L=dt-\-p(t; X, Dx) and
its formal adjoint *L=— dt+p*(ΐ', X> Dx) are hypoelliptic at the origin under
appropriate conditions. When X0(ί; x, ?)^0 for ί^O, only *L is proved to be
hypoelliptic.
EXAMPLE 4.5. i) Let L=dt+t2D2x. Then λ0(*; x, ξ)=t2ξ2 and e(t, s; x, ξ)
=exp[-(l!3)(t3-s3)ξ2]. Thus e(t, s; x, ξ)tΞS-°° for any j, t such that s<t.
ii) (Y. Kannai [7]) Let L=9t+tD2x. Then \0(ί; x, ξ)=tξ2 and e(t, s\ x, ξ)
=exp[— (l/2)(t2— s2)ξ2]. Thus the Cauchy problem with a data on t=0 has a
solution not only towards the future but also towards the past. This means
that L is not hypoelliptic at the origin. The solution, if there exist, of the
Cauchy problem *Lu=f, u(—T, x)=u
τ
(x), Γ>0, has an explicit representation
in (0, T), and so does that of *Lu^f, u(—T, x)=u
τ
(x) in (— T, 0). These two
solutions match up smoothly at t=0.
Theorem 4.6. Let p(t\ x, f)e^(5*
β
) in [— Γ, T] be properly supported in
( — T, T)xRn
x
, and let C(t) be an integrable function such that C(t)>0 when ZΦO.
i) If there exists a continuous function λ0(ί; x, ξ) such that \Q(t\ x, ξ)>
C(*K£>C in [— τ> τ]for a constant Oΰ and L=dt+p(t] X, Dx) has the property
(F) with λ(ί; x, f)=λ0(ί; ^ ξ\ then L is hypoelliptic in (— T, T)xRnx.
ii) If there exists a continuous function λ0(ί x9 ξ) such that
ί λo(ί x, ξ) > C(tγg? in [0, T]
(
 I Xo(ί; x, ξ)<-C(tχξγ in [-Γ, 0]
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and the resolvent matrix z(ΐy s\ x y ξ ) of L=dt-\-p(t; X, Dx) satisfies
(4.6) |*(ί, si xy ξ)\ <Cexp[- d jX(σ; *, f)</σ]
/or 0<s<ΐ<Torfor — T<t<s<0y andp(t\ x, ξ) satisfies for any a, β
(4.7) j V(S)V; *, ?}|</σ<C;,
β
<D-pl"1+δlβl {jX(σ; *,
for — T<s<t<T, then 'L=—dt+p*(t; X, Dx) is hypoelliptίc in (— Γ, T)xR"x.
Before the proof we note that the properly supportedness of operator
p(t\ X, D
x
) permits us to extend
p(t; X, D
x
): £?((-Γ, Γ); S) - έ??((-Γ, Γ); <S)
uniquely to
Xί; ^ , D
x
): 3)'((-T, T)xR»
x
) - 5X((-Γ, T)xR"
x
) .
Let Hμ(oo—<μ<oo) be the usual Sobolev space and let //Vtμ(oo < z>,
μ<oo) be the Sobolev space defined by
(4.8) ff
vpμ
For an open set Ω such that Π is a compact subset of Rn
x
, Hl°£(Ω) denotes the
Frάchet space
(4.9) {ve^Ω); φutΞHp for any <z><ΞC0~(Ω)} ,
and for a rectangular domain W=(a, ft)xΩ of (-Γ, T)xRn
x
, H1JC(W) denotes
the Frechet space
(4.10) {iD^3)'(W)\ ψiίe^μ for any
Lemma 4.7. Lrf />(ί; Λ?, f)e^(Sp*β) in [-T, Γ] βwrf to u^3)'((-T, T)
X R") be a solution of the equation
(4.11) 8
If f is infinitely differ entiable in W, then there exists a real number VQ such that
(4.12) «en
β
6?ϊ(K*);^ί."».(Ω)).
Proof. We write
dtu= -p(t\X, Dx)u+f
and differentiate both sides / times with respect to t. Then we have
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(4.13) . P(f, x, D
x
)(diu)+d'tf.
Now, since Wis compact, there exists a real number v
λ
 such that
Then from (4.11) and/eC"(PF) we see that
and using (4.13) inductively for 7=1, 2, •••, we see that
dlueHfr^W), 1=0,1,2,.-.
Then, using Sobolev's lemma with respect to t we have
(4.14) ιιe£;.«-'((β, b); H^Llm(W)) , l>-^+l .
Hence setting ι/0=ι/1— (1— v^m, we set (4.12) and the lemma is proved.
Lemma 4.8. If ve(\ βt((a, b); #„„_*„) Π H^ Γ\ £'((a, b) X Λ?), then
Proof. We shall show that there exists a constant M} such that
(4.15) «τ>+<f>)y<2>«r>^χ|yo-(^υm+<τ>v1<|>«,.) for; = 0, 1, 2, - .
Then by hypothesis on v we have
ίτf ξ)\*dτdξ<oo for j = 0, 1, 2, ... .
Hence we have v e C o((a, b) X R").
We divide the proof of (4.15) into two cases: I) <τ> ><£>*; and II)
<τ>«ξ>N', where N~max{(j+ί)m-^y 1}.
When I) holds, we have
When II) holds, we have
Thus setting M~(j+ \ v
γ
 \ )Nj we have (4.15).
If L satisfies the hypothesis of i) of Theorem 4.6, then it is shown as in the
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proof of Theorem 2.7 that there exists the Green's matrix e(t, s; x, ξ) of L such
that
(4.16) e(t, s\ x, De^S—) in [i+£0, Γ] for any £0>0 ,
and
(4.17) w-lim Q{e(t, s; x, ξ) exists in Sft for; = 0, 1, 2, — .
Moreover we have the following
Lemma 4.9. Let gfi) e <??((α, i) Hμ) and let supp ^  c (tf , ft) /or y= 1 , 2.
i) T/* there exists a constant 8 >0 ίwcλ £to ^  e C°°((— 26 , 26) X ΛJ),
(4.18) ^ = Γ <ί, σ; ^ , /)J
J-T
ii) L ί^ γ2c: cγx m Ω.
(4.19) v2 = Ύ,(
in what follows by U72C ^Ύi ™ Ω" ™e mean that fγj^C^>(Ω)forj=lί 2
and ryl=\ in a neighborhood o/supp γ2
Proof, i) By (4.16), (4.17) and hypothesis on^ we have that v1 is infini-
tely differentiable with respect to x when |ί| >6. Diίferentiatin vl with respect
to t we have by (2.3) and (2.4)
This shows that 3 ι^(ί) is also infinitely differentiable with respect to x. Intera-
tion of this procedure proves (4.18).
ii) Since V2(X)e(t, σ\ X, Z),)(l— γ1(-Y/))e-Sί(5'"ββ) in (a> T^ we have that
v2 is infinitely differen tiable wih respectt to x. By (2.3) and (2.4) we have
9 2^(0 = Γ 72(-X)ί(ί; X, Dx)e(t, σ; X', Dx,}(\-Ίl(X"))g2(σ)dσJ-T
and dtv2(t) is infinitely differentiable with respect to x. Iteration of this
procedure proves (4.19) and the lemma is proved.
Proof of i) of Theorem 4.6. Let Ω be an open bounded set of Rn
x
 and let
W=(a, δ)xΩa(0, 0). Let uζΞ$)'((-T, T)xRΐ) be a solution of
(4.20) Lu=f, f^Φ\(-T, T)xR»
x
)nC~(W).
We shall prove that u is infinitely differentiable in a neighborhood of the origin.
Take ψ{f, Λ?)=X(ί)γ(Λ?)eC?(PΓ) such that ψ=l in a neighborhood of the origin.
Then by Lemma 4.7 we have
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(4.21)
and setting g=L(ψu) we have
(4.22) g(ί)
Now we write as in the proof of Theorem 2.9
e(t, σ; X, D
x
)g(
σ
) = e(t, <r; X, D,){dff(ψu)+p(σ; X', Dx
t, σ; X,
then we have
= e(t, s; X, Z>,)(ψβ)(ί)+ e(t, σ\ X, D
x
)g(ff)dff
J S
for a<s<t<b. Noting ψu=Q in (— Γ, a+Sj for a fixed positive constant
we have
(4.23) (^u)(t) = Γ e(t, σ\ X, D
x
)g(σ)dσ for a<t<b .
J-T
Now take ryl such that γjC cγ in Ω and 7j=l in a neighborhood of the origin,
and set
gl =
Then we have
(4.24) & = L(ψ«)-ψ/-χ/(ίMφeAn5ί((fl, ί);
and
(4.25) ^
We claim that there exists a constant £>0 such that 7ι%[P, 7]w is infinitely
differentiable with respect to t and x for |f |<2£. Set ^(t, x) = fX,
ί
(t)rγ1(x)
where %
:
c C% in (a, b) and %j=l for \t\ <2β. Then we have -^ [^P, γ]w=
-^^{(l-ψ)^}. Since P(ί; X, D
x
)(\-ψ(t, X')) is properly supported, there
exists ψ2eC7((— Γ, T)xRnx) such that v/r2^l in a neighborhood of the origin
and PΛ/ΓJ^I— ι/r)(l— Λ/r2)w}=0. Hence we have ^ [P, 7>= -^^{(l— Ψ1)^^}.
Since i/r^j, JQP(ί; X, D
x
)(\— ty(t, X '))<=$t(S — ) in (α, ό) and there exists a
constant z^ such that ^ u^H^^a, b) X PΪ), we have ^ [P, γ]we//Vι>00 Π β'(W).
So by Lemma 4.8 we have 7i%[P, τ]weC°°((— 26, 2£)xRn
x
). Thus we can
apply i) of Lemma 4.9 to £
x
 and we have
(4.26) Γ e(tyσ'JX,Dx)gl(σ)dσ'^C-((-ε,ε)xRtx).JT-
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If we choose 72 such that γ2C cγx in Ω and 72= 1 in a neighborhood of Ω0 the
origin, then by (4.24) we can apply ii) of Lemma 4.9 and we have
(4.27) 72(*) Γ e(t, σ; *,
J-Γ
By (4.23) and (4.25)^(4.27) we have that Λ/τMeC°°((— £, £)xΩ0) and i) of
Theorem 4.6 is proved.
Proof of ii) of Theorem 4.6. Let u <Ξ ,Φ'((— Γ, T) X Rn
x
) be a solution of the
equation
(4.28) *Lu = f f €= JΦ'((- Γ, Γ) x #?) n C~( IF) .
As in the proof of Theorem 2.7 we can construct the Green's matrix e(σ, t\x,ξ)
of L f f ι X for — T<σ<t<Q which belongs to ^ (S'00) in [σ+£0> 0] for any £0>0.
Since θ
σ
e*(σ, t\ x, ?)+e*(cr, ί)o/>*(σ)(Λ;, ξ)=Q, we have as in the proof of i)
**(*•> *; Jί, D
x
)g(σ}dσ for α<ί<0 ,
-r
where g = 'L(ψtι) = ψ/+ [<L, ψ]ιι e Π <5 J((fl, b) H^.km_m). Let A = -X^H-
* = o
Tj%[P*, 7]«+ ψ / and ^ 2=X[P*, 7]^ , where ι|r=%7 and 7ιCC7 in Ω are the
fuctions given in the proof of i). Then we have gl e C°°((— 26, 26) X ΛJ),
*); ^vo-*m-«) and supp^ c(α, 6) forj—l, 2. Since e*(σ» ί; Λ, |)e
+60, 0], 9^*(σ, f; *, e)=/>*(ί)°«*(^ 0(^ f) and w-lim 9^*(σ, ί;
σ t ί
Λ, I) exists in S/* for — Γ<ί<0, we have as in the proof of Lemma 4.9 that
both »1(ί)=-Γ β*(σ, ί; *, Dx)gl(σ)dσ and ^ (ί)=-Ύ2(^) Γ ^V> ^  ^  β,)XJ-r J-r
(1— 1fi(X'))g2(a)da belong to C°°((— 6, 0)xΠ0) and every derivative of vj>j=l, 2
is uniformly bounded in Ω0 as ί f 0. In a similar fashion we have that
, *) - ^*(σ , ί; X, D
x
}g(σ)dσ for
J/
We also have that ψw is infinitely differentiable in (0, £)xΩ0 and its every
derivative is uniformly bounded in Π0 as t \ 0. Thus u(t, x) is infinitely difFeren-
tiable in (— 6, — 0] X Ω0 U [+0, 8) X Ω0.
Now we shall show according to Y. Kannani [7] that the boundary values
of u(t, x) and its derivatives as t tends to zero from the right and from the left
actually match up and that u has no singular part with support on the line t=Q.
That is, we shall prove
(4.29) lim [(8{ D*
x
u(ty x)-(d{D*xu)(-t, x)] = 0 for all/ and a ,
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and that the distribution v^<3)'(w^ defined by
(4.30) <ϋ,
 φ
y = <u, <p>-limΓΓε + (Ί \(uφ)(t, x)dxdt , 0>e=C7(w0) ,
8|0 LJ ~°° J^J J
is the zero distribution. The functional <(v, <p)> is well defined because of
the existence of boundary values for u(t, x) as t f 0 and t ! 0, and obviously
supp vc. {(t, x) t=0} .From (4.30) we have
<*Lv, φ> = </, p>-limΓf " + (Ί \(*Lu)φdxdt
ε ψ o LJ-oo Jε J J
-lim ( [(uφ)(-ε, x)-(uφ)(ε, x)]dx .
εψo
Since f^C°°(w), we have
<'iϋ, 9>> = lim \ [(uφ)(8, oc)—(uφ)(—ε, x)]dx ,
ε ψ o J
that is
(4.31) <Lv = δ,® W+0, ^)-w(-0, jc)} .
According to L. Schwartz [14], we may write locally
where Vj e 3)'(R" Π ^0) and £" is the natural inclusion map /?: .2/(/2;
Φ'(w^. Thus we find by (4.31) that EvNd?+1 have to vanish, and therefore all
the Vj have to vanish, so that v=0. Hence we have by (4.31)
t/(+0, x)-u(-Q, x) = 0 .
Differentiating the equation *Lu=f and iterating the same argument we have
(4.29).
Corollary 4.9. Let L be the operator which satisfies the condition of Theorem
3.1, and let ajtk(t\ x, ξ)^$t(S^m/(l+») in [— Γ, T] be properly supported. Then
we have i) if I is even, then both L and 1L are hypoelliptic, and ii) if I is oddt then
*L is hypoelliptic.
EXAMPLE 4.10. B. Helίfer [6] proved the hypoellipticity of the operator
L = d-a2m(t; X, DJ
where #,(£; x, ξ)j—ΰy 1, , 2m is a polynomial of homogeneous order j in ξ with
C ^-coefficients, under the following three conditions:
[H.I] Re\ta2m(σ',x,ξ)dσ>C\t-s\k+l\ξ\^.J s
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[H.2] There exist real constants θ and τ such that for any #, β and j
which satisfy
I a f+ I β I +j>0 , ( I a \ +j)θ+( \ β \ +j)r^ 1 ,
we have with some constant Cy>Λ>/3
'^ ^
[H.3] 2mk(τ+θ)/(k+l)<l.
If we assume that 2mkr/(k+l)<l when 0<0, then the above L satisfies the
condition ii) of Theorem 4.6 with λ0(ί; #, f)=Re Λ2w(ί Λ;, £)> p=min {1, 1 — ^ 0}
and δ=max{0, z^r}, where v=2mk/(k-\-l).
Proof. Set μ=( | α | +j)θ+( \ β \ +j)r. When μ<0, since | Re a2m \ ^  | f | 2wμ
is bounded, we have by [H.2]
; *,
Thus we have
(4.32) β2.-Λ8(«r; *,
by \ λίσy^dσ^ll \(σ)dσ\ (t—ή* and [H.2]
that
By [H.I] we have
(t-*r i ξ iw-1 - {(^-^+ι i ς 12w}μ/(Λ+i) i ε i ^-j
Thus we have
By [H.3] we have
μv-j=v{\a\θ+\β\τ}+j{
v
(θ+τ)-l}
<v{\a\θ+\β\τ}.
Hence we have
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(4.33) I β*,_,$(σ; *, ξ) \ d
When μ>l, by [H.3] we have
2m-j-\a\ = -(l-vθ)\a\+vr\β\+2m-j-v(θ\a\+r\β\)
= 2ml(k+l)-(l-vθ)\a\+vr\β\+v(l-μ)
<2ml(k+l)-(l-vθ)\a +vτ\β\
Thus we have
.
Hence by using Lemma 1.13 we have
(4.34) Γ I «*,_,$(«•; *, £)|
Js
X
By (4.32), (4.33) and (4.34) we have that L satisfies (2.7). Since L is a single
equation, (2.8) is easily verified. Thus the proof is complete.
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